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In this thesis an optimal experiment equipment to study night-time driving
conditions is examined and clari�ed. The equipment should be able to gather
information about luminance, subject's eye �xation and surrounding environ-
ment. The data gathered should be integratable and synchronizable. The main
operative environment for the measurement system will be night-time tra�c
lighting measurement.

The optimal set of devices is examined by evaluating and comparing di�erent
eye tracking devices and imaging luminance photometers on the market. Also
an initiative design for imaging luminance photometer with high sample rate is
introduced. A rudimentary software for eye tracking data and luminance data
integration is created. A possibility to integrate this data to mobile mapped
environment models is discussed.
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1 Introduction and objectives

Outdoor lighting is an essential part of our living environment. With properly de-
signed outdoor lighting we can improve safety and energy e�ciency of our living
surroundings.

Generally the safety of tra�c increases when arti�cial lighting is installed [1]. Yet
excessive lighting may cause light pollution and unnecessarily increased energy con-
sumption. With contemporary technology the amount of light and the quality of
light can be adjusted. But �rst it is important to have knowledge on where, when
and how much illumination is needed.

The objective of this thesis is to �nd suitable equipment to measure tra�c lighting
conditions and human eye �xations in them. Such equipment include eye tracking
device for eye �xation measurement and imaging luminance photometer for lumi-
nance measurement. The possibility of integrating this data into mobile mapped
environment models is also examined.

The features and properties of di�erent eye trackers and imaging luminance pho-
tometers available on the market was compared. Usability evaluation on these prod-
ucts was made either by testing the products or comparing the features mentioned
in products' data sheets. The focus in the study was slightly emphasised on lumi-
nance photometers and their temporal performance. The ultimate goal was to �nd
viable combinations of equipment suitable to gather compatible luminance and eye
tracking data.

A core software performing the combination was also created. The software includes
the basic functionality to combine the eye tracking data to pseudo-coloured lumi-
nance data video, but excludes the actual calibration and measurement reliability.
The performance of the program created was evaluated and the programming inter-
face for the future work was discussed. A demonstrative video of this integration is
created and introduced. Future improvements and scalability for increased versatil-
ity were examined for the set of devices and software.
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The market lacks an imaging photometer capable of high frequency data recording.
Therefore an alternative not available on market was considered. Eye movement
data synchronization to luminance data will bene�t of high frequency luminance
data. Thus an imaging luminance photometer that could capture luminance data
at the same frame rate as the eye tracking devices capture eye tracking data (∼ 30
Hz) was rudimentarily designed. A device for this alternative design was chosen and
initial programming to achieve luminance data in this manner was piloted.
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2 Background

2.1 Background theory on human vision

Human vision is based on photons between wavelengths of 400 nm to 750 nm gath-
ered by the eye [2]. The photons gathered stimulate the receptor cells on the retina
and the nerve stimuli are processed by brain to form an image. The photoreceptors
are divided into two groups: cones used in photopic or color vision and rods used in
scotopic vision. Photopic vision cone cells operate solely at adaptation luminance
levels higher than 5 cd

m2 and rods operate solely at adaptation luminance levels lower
than 0.005 cd

m2 . The intermediate luminance region 0.005− 5 cd
m2 where both cones

and rods operate simultaneously is called the mesopic region [3]. Photopic and sco-
topic spectral sensitivity functions are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The relative photopic and scotopic spectral sensitivity functions. [2]

.

The CIE 191 is the system recommended in mesopic photometry [3]. CIE 191
recommends the method presented in Equation 1 to create mesopic spectral luminous
e�ciency function Vmes(λ) using scotopic V

′(λ) and photopic V (λ) spectral luminous
e�ciency functions [3].

M(m)Vmes(λ) = mV (λ) + (1−m)V ′(λ) , for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 (1)

Where M(m) is a normalizing function such that Vmes(λ) attains a maximum value
of 1. Here m is a coe�cient the value of which depends on the visual adaptation
conditions. If luminance level is purely photopicm = 1 and if purely scotopicm = 0.
[3]

2.2 Background on visual �eld and eye movements

In order to e�ectively analyse and combine the gathered luminance data to eye
movement data it is essential to understand the basics of human visual �eld and eye
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movements. The extend of foveal �eld is 2 ◦. The full binocular �eld of view is 180 ◦

horizontally and 126 ◦ vertically [4]. In Figure 2 the human binocular visual �eld is
presented.

Figure 2. Human binocular visual �eld. [5]

Eye movements are separated to rapid saccadic movements and slower pursuit move-
ments. Slow movements occur when eyes are following a moving object or when eyes
are focusing on a point while the observer is slowly moving past the point. But when
eyes scan the environment they move in rapid saccadic manner. Eyes �xate to a
certain point for 0.2−0.6 s until they �xate to the next target. Also even when eyes
are �xated to a chosen point saccadic movements occur autonomously. [6]
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3 Eye tracking equipment

3.1 Features of eye tracking equipment

Eye tracking equipment is a set of devices and software built to collect and analyse
eye movement data. Mainly eye tracking focuses on the direction of the gaze, but
also the changes in the pupil diameter or the amount and volume of saccades can be
measured. A common way to present the gaze direction measurement is to combine
video recordings of the eye movement to the respective video material on the visual
scenery. [7]

Even though eye trackers can detect several aspects of human visual behaviour such
as pupil dilation or blinking frequency, in this study the direction of gaze is the most
relevant. In the following chapters eye tracking equipment from di�erent manufac-
turers are introduced and compared. Also the analysis software integrated to the
eye trackers are taken under evaluation. Finally the most suitable equipment for
the task of studying human gaze direction under night-time driving conditions is
suggested.

The important technical speci�cations for eye trackers are the following:

• Temporal resolution

• Spatial resolution

• Gaze tracking angles

• Scene camera resolution

Temporal resolution stands for the amount of measurements over certain time in-
terval. Often temporal resolution is denounced as measurements per second [Hz] or
frames per second (fps). The more measurements are made within a second the bet-
ter. The physiology and functionality of human eye creates a systematic movement
[6]. The fastest eye movements have a time interval of 20ms [8]. The eye movements
occur with frequency of 1s

0.020s
= 50 Hz, but according to Nyquist criterion the sam-

pling frequency must be more than double compared to the highest component of
the information sampled to avoid folding. Therefore the eye tracking data recording
frame rate should be > 100 Hz, if every single movement needs to be recorded. The
second speci�cation spatial resolution means the smallest angle di�erence that can
be measured. The smaller the angle value the better the spatial accuracy is. Gaze
tracking angles are the vertical and horizontal angles of the �eld measured. The
wider the angles are the better. The �uctuations of a �xated eye can be as high as
0.5 ◦ with standard deviation of 0.2 ◦ [9]. Given that the full �eld of view is 180 ◦

horizontally and 126 ◦ vertically [4]. Thus a resolution of 900 horizontal and 630
vertical luminance measurement points should be su�cient.
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Eye tracking equipment can roughly be divided to three categories in terms of their
mount: head-sets, glasses and stationary devices. The head-sets and glasses are
mobile and usable but demand a method to align the collected eye gaze data to the
luminance data. Calibration tools such as augmented reality markers can be used
to make data combination more accurate and less tedious [10]. Also the test sub-
jects wearing glasses cannot wear eye tracking glasses simultaneously. Stationary
eye-tracking devices can be more easily aligned with luminance measurements but
require modi�cations to the automobile in use.

Scene camera is the part of an eye tracker that records the measurement �eld to a
video �le. The bigger the resolution and sample frequency values of the scene cam-
era are the better. The video format of the recorded video should be standardized
and common one to help the data post processing.

The data gathered is often presented either as heat maps or gaze traces [7]. Gaze
traces are lines gaze draws to the scenery and heat maps show where in the scenery
most of the sight concentrates over a time period. Both of the presentation styles
are usable in driving behaviour measurements. For example SMI BeGaze software
can do both of these presentations and also allows gathered data to be exported in
organized form to be analysed in di�erent software such as Matlab.

The market products reviewed are:

• Sensomotoric Instruments SMI Eye Tracking Glasses [11]

• Sensomotoric Instruments SMI iView X HED [12]

• SmartEye Pro 5.10 [13]

• Applied Science Laboratories ASL Mobile Eye XG [14]

• Tobii Glasses Eye Tracker [15]

3.1.1 Sensomotoric Instruments SMI Eye Tracking Glasses

Sensomotoric Instruments manufactures a variety of eye-tracking equipment and
recording and analysis software. The equipment include glasses, a head-set and
stationary devices. As in most of the devices available, the ones provided by Senso-
motoric Instruments focus on market research.

SMI Eye Tracking Glasses are robustly built and usable eye tracking glasses. The
device is equipped with a camera that captures the measured scenery forward and
an infra-red camera that captures the eye movement. Technical details according to
the SMI Eye Tracking Glasses data sheet are found in Table 1 and a picture of SMI
Eye Tracking Glasses is presented in Figure 3.
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Table 1. SMI Eye Tracking Glasses technical details. [11]

Temporal resolution 30 Hz
Spatial resolution 0.1◦

Gaze tracking range 80◦ horizontal, 60◦ vertical
Scene camera resolution 1280× 960
Scene camera sample frequency 24 Hz
Scene camera video format H.264

Figure 3. SMI Eye Tracking Glasses.

3.1.2 Sensomotoric Instruments or SMI iView X HED

Another product by Sensomotoric Instruments is iView X HED headset. It is a head
mounted alternative for SMI Eye Tracking Glasses and, being head mounted, usable
by test subject wearing glasses. Technical speci�cations from SMI iView X HED
data sheet are found in following Table 2:

Table 2. SMI iView X HED technical details. [12]

Temporal resolution 50− 200 Hz
Spatial accuracy 0.1◦

Scene camera resolution 720× 576
Scene camera video format MPEG-4

The analysis and presentation software that accompanies SMI Eye Tracking Glasses
is called BeGaze. BeGaze has intuitive and usable graphical user interface. The
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tracking data can be analysed with sampling frequencies up to 1250 Hz and parallel
analysis among a group of test subjects is possible. Yet this high sampling frequency
is not supported by the SMI eye-tracking devices reviewed. Data can be presented
as heat maps and scan paths. BeGaze analysis software is capable to create usable
and functional export �les. The pupil dilatation and eye �xation data is separated
clearly in individual columns. Figure 4 presents a heat map generated with Matlab
using general example data exported from BeGaze. In presented heat map the
accumulation of eye �xations increase changes the color in measured visual �eld.
Blue color stands for no �xations and the redder the hue is the denser are the
�xations. [11]

Figure 4. Demonstrative heat map presentation of eye tracking data.

3.1.3 SmartEye Pro 5.10

SmartEye is the only manufacturer that provides equipment designed especially to
be mounted in a vehicle and then measure the eye movements of a driver. SmartEye
Pro 5.10 equipment have a sampling rate of 60 Hz or 120 Hz. The 60 Hz sample
rate is usable with up to 8 cameras and the 120 Hz sample rate is usable for up
to 4 cameras. Their system is also scalable and can provide measurement angle of
360 ◦ when eight cameras are being used. The optimal functional distance between
camera and a test subject is 30−300 cm. With SmartEye Pro 5.10 one can measure
head orientation, eye positions, gaze direction, pupil diameter, saccades, �xations,
blinks and eyelid opening. A picture of SmartEye Pro 5.10 is shown in Figure 5 and
its technical details are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. SmartEye technical details. [13]

Temporal resolution 60− 120 Hz
Spatial accuracy 0.5◦

Gaze tracking range 90◦ - 360◦ horizontally and vertically

Figure 5. SmartEye eye tracking equipment installed in a research vehicle.

3.1.4 Applied Science Laboratories ASL Mobile Eye XG

ASL:s Mobile Eye XG is a product very similar to SMI Eye Tracking Glasses. It is
designed to gather eye tracking data when researching consumer shopping behaviour,
sports, reading and - most importantly in this study - driving. The important
technical details are found in Table 4.

Table 4. ASL Mobile Eye XG technical details. [14]

Temporal resolution 30 Hz
Spatial accuracy 0.5◦

Gaze tracking range 50◦ horizontal, 40◦ vertical
Scene camera resolution 1600× 1200
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3.1.5 Tobii Glasses Eye Tracker

Tobii Glasses Eye Tracker is a product very similar to ASL and SMI glasses. The
products presentation brochure only describes them as a tool for market research.
The important technical details of Tobii Glasses Eye Tracker are listed in the fol-
lowing Table 5.

Table 5. Tobii Glasses Eye Tracker technical details. [15]

Temporal resolution 30 Hz
Gaze tracking angle 56◦ horizontal 40◦ vertical
Scene camera resolution 640× 480
Scene camera sample frequency 30 Hz
Scene camera video format MJPG2000

3.2 Comparison of eye tracking equipment

Reviewed eye tracking equipment are listed in rank order according to the speci�-
cations in Table 6.

The calibration and integration of eye tracking data to the scenery is very di�erent
in vehicle mounted equipment than in equipment worn by test subject [7]. Therefore
equipment with di�erent mount type are incomparable. The only vehicle mounted
eye tracking equipment reviewed (SmartEye) requires a rather large investment both
in money and work to construct a functional system. After constructing the sys-
tem the research has to be done with that speci�c vehicle. Being vehicle mounted
SmartEye Pro 5.10 provides the possibility to extend the measurement angle to up
to 360◦ both horizontally and vertically by adding more eye tracking cameras to the
measurement system.

According to chosen speci�cations the SMI Eye Tracking Glasses is the best al-
ternative in eye trackers worn by test subjects, but only with a small margin. In
stationary mounted devices SmartEye is trivially the best.
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Table 6. Eye trackers in rank order according to the compared speci�cations

Criterion 1 2 3 4 5
Temporal
resolution

SMI iView X
HED (50Hz-
200Hz)

SmartEye
Pro 5.10
(60Hz-
120Hz)

SMI Glasses,
ASL Mobile
Eye XG
& Tobii
Glasses
(30Hz)

- -

Spatial res-
olution

SMI Glasses,
SMI iView
X HED,
SmartEye
Pro 5.10,
ASL Glasses
(0.5◦)

Tobii
Glasses(no
data)

- - -

Gaze
tracking
range

SmartEye
Pro 5.10
(up to 360◦

horizontal
and vertical)

SMI Eye
Tracking
Glasses (80◦

horizontal,
60◦ vertical)

Tobii
Glasses
(56◦ hori-
zontal, 40◦

vertical)

ASL Glasses
(50◦ hori-
zontal, 40◦

vertical)

SMI iView
X HED(no
data)

Scene cam-
era resolu-
tion

ASL Mobile
Eye XG
(1600 ×
1200)

SMI Glasses
(1280× 960)

SMI iView X
HED (720 ×
576)

Tobii
Glasses
(640× 480)

-
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4 Imaging luminance photometers

Luminance photometer is a device used for measuring the luminance values of a
visual �eld [16]. Luminance photometers can be divided to two types of devices:
imaging luminance photometers and spot luminance photometers. With spot lumi-
nance photometer measurements are made from a small angle (for example < 2◦

solid angle) and imaging luminance photometer measures luminance values of a
wider scenery (up to 180◦ solid angle). When measuring a wide area the measure-
ment time of imaging luminance photometer is much shorter compared to measuring
the whole area with spot luminance meter.

An imaging luminance photometer is a digital camera implemented with either CCD
or CMOS technology. In some cases the photometer even uses a digital camera avail-
able on the market. An example of this is the TechnoTeam LMK Mobile Advanced
which uses Canon EOS 350D digital camera [17]. The important part of imaging
photometry is the software that corrects the errors of the optics such as vignetting
and optical distortion and then interprets the raw image as absolute luminance val-
ues. The whole system (hardware and software) is calibrated using known luminance
surfaces to be able to interpret images as luminance maps.

In this chapter the di�erent hardware and software products on the market are
introduced and compared, keeping in mind the goal of combining eye tracking sys-
tem with luminance photometry to study drivers lighting and viewing conditions
under night-time tra�c conditions. Using a sterling digital camera as an imaging
luminance photometer is examined and methods of interpreting the taken images as
matrices of luminance values is also taken under analysis and development.

The market products reviewed are:

• TechnoTeam LMK Mobile Advanced [17]

• TechnoTeam LMK5 Video [18]

• Radiant Zemax ProMetric 1400 [19]

• Instrument Systems LumiCam 1300 [20]

4.1 Features of imaging photometers

The quality and functionality of di�erent imaging photometers can be evaluated by
following criteria:

• Resolution of luminance image

• Dynamic resolution

• Dynamic resolution HDR
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• Measurement time

• Calibration uncertainty

• Variety of optics

• Optimal working conditions

Resolution of luminance image means the amount of luminance values � horizontally
and vertically � the photometer is able to present. Dynamic resolution of a single
image is the relative di�erence in luminance levels the device is able to present. If
dynamic resolution is 1:1000 and the highest measured luminance is 1000 cd

m2 then the
smallest luminance the photometer is able to present is 1 cd

m2 . Hence to measure the
whole mesopic region (0.005− 5 cd

m2 ), a dynamic resolution of 1:1000 is needed. To
measure wider luminance region, for example 0.001− 1000 cd

m2 , a dynamic resolution
of 1:1000000 is needed. The dynamic resolution of HDR image means the extended
dynamic resolution achieved by combining multiple images taken with di�erent ex-
posure times. Measurement time is the time needed to complete a measurement.
It is desirable to minimize the measurement time. Calibration uncertainty is the
relative error limit of each measurement pixel in percentage. It is desirable for an
imaging luminance photometer to be supported with large variety of optics to make
the device more versatile. Also it is desirable for an imaging luminance photometer
to be usable in various conditions such as sub-zero temperatures or humid environ-
ment.

4.1.1 TechnoTeam LMK Mobile Advanced

LMK Mobile Advanced is a mobile luminance photometer, based on Canon EOS
350D digital camera. The manufacturer has calibrated the camera and optics to
generate absolute luminance values out of the images taken with TechnoTeam Lab-
Soft analysis software. The result is a mobile luminance measuring system.

LMK Mobile Advanced is a practical imaging luminance photometer. Its dynamic
resolution is 1:4000 for a single image and 1:32000 for HDR image. It can be used
with either versatile 18− 50 mm lens or with ultra-wide angle 8 mm �sheye lens.
The lens mentioned �rst is suitable for tra�c lighting luminance photometry and
the �sheye lens is practical in room measurements where a viewing angle of 180 ◦

is needed to achieve wider measurement �eld. The LMK Mobile camera itself is
easy and intuitive to use. Being based on an open market digital camera it has
standardized digital camera usability and tripod compatibility.

The LabSoft software is used to analyse and present the images taken with the LMK
Mobile Advanced as luminance images. An example of a luminance measurement
presented with LabSoft is in Figure 6. HDR presentations are created in LabSoft by
combining 2 or 3 images. Even though LabSoft has professional tools for analysis
its poor user interface makes it almost unusable. Data analysis using this software
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Figure 6. LabSoft luminance image.

is slow and in�exible. [17]

LMK Mobile is a useful tool when luminance values of a static area are measured.
Yet LMK Mobile can not be used to collect continuous and simultaneous data with
eye tracking equipment because it is incapable to record video. Also the measuring
time for a single image under mesopic conditions are up to 10 or 15 seconds. Hence
real time dynamic measurements are completely impossible.

LMK Mobile Advanced technical speci�cations are found in Table 7.

Table 7. LMK Mobile Advanced technical details. [17]

Resolution of the luminance image 2136× 1424
Dynamic resolution, single 1 : 4000
Dynamic resolution, HDR 1 : 32000
Lenses 18− 50mm and 8mm
Measurement time 0.25ms− 30s
Calibration uncertainty 2.5%
Sensor CMOS Canon APS-C
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4.1.2 TechnoTeam LMK5 Video

As LMK Mobile Advanced, LMK5 Video is also product of German manufacturer
TechnoTeam. Where LMK Mobile Advanced is based on Canon EOS 350D digital
camera, is LMK5 a custom made product. LMK5 uses Sony ICX CCD censor cells
to capture the image in resolution from 1380× 1030 up to 4008× 4008 pixels. With
single picture dynamic resolution is 1 : 1100 and with composition 1 : 3600. With
high dynamic range (HDR) measurement the dynamic resolution is 1 : 1000000.
The spectral matching is done following the V (λ) -function but for example V ′(λ)
-function matching �lter is also available. For measuring luminance levels of 0.01 cd

m2

integration time is 2− 3 seconds, but measurement is possible in 0.2 seconds if 10%
error is acceptable. Yet 0.2 second measurement time only means a frame rate of 5
fps. Table 8 shows the technical details of LMK5 Video. [18]

Table 8. LMK5 Video technical details. [18]

Resolution 1380× 1030
Dynamic resolution single 1:1100
Dynamic resolution HDR 1 : 100000
Exposure time 0.2ms− 30s
Calibration uncertainty 2.5%− 10%
Sensor CCD Sony ICX 285 AL

4.1.3 Radiant Imaging ProMetric Color 1400

ProMetric 1400 is a purpose-built imaging luminance photometer not based on a dig-
ital camera existing on market. It uses a 14 bit 3072×2048 pixel charge-coupled de-
vice (CCD) as a sensor. A measurement time for full frame color image (3072×2048)
is 25s, but cropped images of 1536× 1024 and 768× 512 pixels can be measured in
8s and 5.5s respectively. Dynamic resolution of Prometric Color 1400 is 1 : 16384
(14bit). The technical speci�cations of ProMetric 1400 are listed in Table 9.

Table 9. Radiant Imaging ProMetric Color 1400 technical details. [19]

Resolution of luminance image 3072× 2048
Dynamic resolution of single image 1 : 16384
Measurement time 5.5− 25s
Operation temperature 0− 30 ◦C
Operation humidity 20− 70% non-condensing
Calibration uncertainty 3%
Sensor CCD
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4.1.4 Instrument Systems LumiCam 1300

Instrument Systems LumiCam 1300 is also a purpose-built imaging luminance pho-
tometer. It is a viable alternative for LMK Mobile Advanced. Its weak points are
the same as in LMK Mobile Advanced i.e the long measurement time. The con-
struction of LumiCam 1300 is analogical to a digital camera. The CCD sensor used
has 1280 × 1000 pixels. The measurement time of LumiCam 1300 varies from 1ms
to 30s and at 10 cd

m2 it is 0.7s. The Dynamic range of LumiCam 1300 is 1:4600 for
single image and 1:6000000 for HDR image. LumiCam 1300 is capable of measuring
luminance levels from 0.0001 cd

m2 to 100000
cd
m2 . The widest lens (28mm) provides only

a 22 ◦ measurement �eld of view. The demanded operation temperature of Lumi-
Cam 1300 is 10− 30 ◦C which will certainly be problematic during the winter when
night-time tra�c conditions often occur in Finland. The technical speci�cations of
LumiCam 1300 are listed in Table 10.

Table 10. Instrument Systems LumiCam 1300 technical details. [20]

Sensor CCD
Resolution 1280× 1000
Dynamic resolution single 1 : 4600
Dynamic resolution HDR 1 : 6000000

Dynamic range 0.0001 cd
m2 to 100000 cd

m2

Lenses 28 mm and 50 mm and 105 mm
Measurement time 0.001− 30 s
Operation temperature 10− 30 ◦C
Operation humidity max. 70% non-condensing
Calibration uncertainty 4%

4.2 Comparison of imaging luminance photometers

Reviewed imaging luminance photometers are listed in rank order according to the
important speci�cations in Table 11.

The products reviewed diverse in their rank orders depending on the speci�cation
scrutinized. ProMetric Color 1400 has the best values in resolution and dynamic
resolution of single image, but lacks HDR capability and performs worst in measure-
ment time. Lumicam 1300 has superior value in HDR image dynamic resolution,
but has worst spatial resolution. LMK Mobile Advanced and LMK5 perform best
in measurement time, but do not excel in other criteria. Market lacks a product
where target in design is fast measuring frequency with little less emphasis on the
accuracy. For conventional luminance measurements any of the compared devices is
usable, for high sample rate data recording, none of them is.
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Table 11. Imaging Luminance Photometers in rank order according to the compared
speci�cations.

Criterion 1 2 3 4
Resolution
of lumi-
nance image
(pixels)

ProMetric 1400
(3072× 2048)

LMK Mo-
bile Adv.
(2136× 1424)

LMK5 (1380 ×
1030)

LumiCam 1300
(1280× 1000)

Dynamic
resolution,
single image

ProMetric 1400
(1 : 16348)

LumiCam 1300
(1 : 4600)

LMK Mobile
Adv. (1 : 4000)

LMK5
(1 : 1100)

Dynamic
resolution,
HDR image

LumiCam 1300
(1 : 6000000)

LMK5
(1 : 100000)

LMK Mo-
bile Adv.
(1 : 32000)

ProMetric 1400
(no HDR)

Measurement
time

LMK5
(0.0002s− 30s)

LMK Mo-
bile Adv.
(0.00025s −
30s)

LumiCam 1300
(0.001s− 30s)

ProMetric 1400
(5.5s− 25s)

Calibration
uncertainty

LMK5 & LMK
Mobile Adv.
(2.5− 10%)

ProMetric 1400
(3%)

LumiCam 1300
(3%)

-
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5 Digital video camera used for imaging luminance

photometry

None of the imaging luminance photometers are fully suitable to be combined with
the eye tracking equipment. The weakness of all the products reviewed is the long
measurement time and the lack of possibility to measure real-time luminance at the
same rate eye trackers can record the eye tracking data. This di�culty was faced for
example in a study conducted as a combined e�ort of Aalto University and Univer-
sity of Helsinki to integrate eye tracking and luminance data in night time driving
[21].

Therefore a development of a sterling digital camera being used as a high sample
rate imaging luminance photometer was started. A supporting data analysis and
result presenting software environment was also designed.

Together with Measuring and Modelling Institute for Built Environment of Aalto
University a Nikon D800e digital camera was chosen to be the device for a new
imaging luminance photometer system. In a pilot experiment images were taken
with two cameras (the Nikon D800e and LMK Mobile Advanced) in a laboratory
under mesopic luminance level conditions. Later both cameras were used in outdoor
experiments where also video was taken with Nikon D800e. Using the calibrated
data exported from TechnoTeam LMK LabSoft analysis software it was possible to
�t the Nikon D800e image to an analogue luminance curve and thus create a cali-
bration for the device.

In the following section the characterisation and rudimentary calibration of Nikon
D800e is made. The conclusions of this study should give assets to convert also other
advanced cameras e.g. Canon 5D to be applied as luminance measuring device. The
future aspects including the possibilities and di�culties of the process are discussed
also.

5.1 Nikon D800e features

Table 12. Nikon D800e technical details. [22]

Sensor CMOS
Resolution 7360× 4912
Video resolution 1920× 1080 @ 30 fps
Dynamic resolution 1 : 16384
Codec H.264/MPEG-4
Operation temperature 0− 40 ◦C

Nikon D800e is a professional digital camera with 36.3 million e�ective pixel CMOS
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sensor. It is capable to shoot video with size of 1920× 1080 pixels at 30 frames per
second and size 1280× 720 at 60 frames per second. The video compression used is
H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding. Any Nikon F mount lens can be mounted
to this camera. Nikon speci�cations are listed in Table 12. [22]

5.2 The use of Nikon D800e as an imaging luminance pho-

tometer

Nikon D800e is a digital camera comparable to the Canon EOS 350D used in LMK
Mobile Advanced imaging luminance photometer. Nikon D800e is superior digital
camera to Canon EOS 350D in terms of technical speci�cations. In Canon EOS
350E the total amount of pixels is 7.96 millions and in Nikon D800e the amount of
pixels is 36.3 millions. The main problem is that it will take a lot of work before the
images taken by Nikon D800e can be fully and reliably interpreted as a matrix of
luminance values. Even more di�cult it is to create environment that gives reliable
luminance values for video data. Accuracy decrease is almost inevitable because in
video the amount of data easily grows vastly and thus compression is a necessity.

5.2.1 Laboratory and �eld experiments on Nikon D800e

The �rst step in Nikon D800e calibration was to take images with it and LMK Mo-
bile Advanced in laboratory. The target of the images taken was a gray scale printed
on paper. The luminance level of the white area in the object was set to 10 cd

m2 , 1
cd
m2

and 0.1 cd
m2 by the luminaire control in the laboratory room. The luminance value

of the white area was measured with spot luminance meter (LMT L 1009). Later
these experiments will be reproduced with more controlled environment to reduce
the error. Figure 7 presents the experiment set up.
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Figure 7. Laboratory Experiment Set Up.

The second experiment took place outdoors during night-time at Otaniemi, Espoo.
The luminance values of the street Otakaari were measured. The street Otakaari
was chosen because it was already mobile mapped and modelled by Built Envi-
ronment Measurement and Modelling Institute of Aalto University (RYMM). Still-
photography measurements of the chosen road were done with LMK Mobile Ad-
vanced and Nikon D800e. Then Nikon D800e was used to gather video data with
following arrangements: car driving upfront, stable camera; car passing by, stable
camera; camera mounted on the car driving along the road. A situational picture of
the �eld experiment can be found in Figure 8, and LMKMobile Advanced luminance
image taken during the experiment in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Situational Picture of the Field Experiment (Copyright: Juho-Pekka
Virtanen).

Figure 9. LMK Mobile Advanced Luminance Image from the Field Experiment.
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5.2.2 Data analysis

To analyse the data the programming and data presenting tool Matlab was chosen.
The LMK Mobile Advanced data was naturally �rst analysed with TechnoTeam's
own software LabSoft. The matrix of luminance values was then exported from
LabSoft and imported to Matlab to be used as a reference and comparative to
Nikon D800e images. The Nikon D800e measurements images were imported to
Matlab and the red, green and blue (RGB) values of the raw image was initially
transformed to luminance values using the following formula:

Y = 0.3 ∗R + 0.59 ∗G+ 0.11 ∗B (2)

The formula used was chosen following the CCIR 601 standard of digital formats [23].
The more accurate coe�cients introduced in the original standard were rounded to
simplify the calculations. The original values are 0.299, 0.587, 0.114. Simpli�cation
of calculations is reasonable because on image is composed of over 36 million pixels
and each second of video includes 30 images. Therefore the number of numerical
calculations is very large. The formula of the standard re�ects the V (λ) function of
standard observer introduced in CIE 1931 [24].

5.2.3 Data calibration

The actual knowledge how the luminance values are calibrated in the case of LMK
Mobile Advanced is an industry secret. Thus achieving this knowledge is impossible.
Therefore function was empirically �tted and �ne adjusted to �nd correlation be-
tween the Nikon D800e luminance image and the analysed data from LMK Mobile
Advanced.

The empirically �tted function used in data calibration for each value of the pixel
matrix is the following:

Yc = (1.016Ys) (3)

Where Yc stands for calibrated luminance and Ys stands for the luminance value
converted from the RGB values of the raw image. The values Yc are then normalized
by multiplying the Yc matrix with m:

Yc_normalized = mYc ,m = (
Yl
Ym

) (4)

Where Yl is the maximum luminance value of luminance value matrix generated with
LabSoft and Ym is the highest value of the luminance value matrix under calibration.
Then the low luminance values (< 0.05 cd

m2 ) are �tted with the following function:

Yc_low = (Y 1.016
c ) ∗ 0.58 , for Yc < 0.05 (5)
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Thus we achieve the piecewise created �tting for the luminance value matrix of
Nikon D800e. The full Matlab code is presented in Appendix A. The comments in
the code specify the function of each separate part of it.

5.2.4 Improvements to D800e calibration and characterization

In the future the characterization studies for both LMK Mobile Advanced as the
reference photometer and Nikon D800e as the chosen development model should be
reproduced with high scienti�c standards. The vignetting and optical distortion of
Nikon D800e and the optics chosen should be characterized and calibrated. The
Matlab program will need optimization to be able to convert an image to a matrix
of luminance values with good reliability.

5.2.5 Nikon D800e luminance data video presentation

The Matlab code (Appendix A) created also contains rudimentary functions for
luminance data video presentation. It is clear that e�ciency optimization is utterly
important when handling larger data entities. Therefore a use of Python or C
languages should be considered to implement the video processing. The optimum
data compression and the synchronization marking were left for the future study.

5.2.6 Results of Nikon D800e data analysis

The results of data analysis are presented with Figures 10, 11 and 12. Figure 10
presents the luminance values measured with LMK Mobile Advanced and analysed
by the TechnoTeam LabSoft analysis software. Figures 11 and 12 present the
luminance values analysed with Matlab script using the LMK Mobile Advanced
image and the Nikon D800e image respectively.
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Figure 10. LMK Mobile Advanced Luminance Values Exported from LabSoft
(0− 1.018 cd

m2 ).

Figure 11. LMK Mobile Advanced Luminance Values Exported from Matlab
(0− 1.018 cd

m2 ).
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Figure 12. Nikon D800e Luminance Values Exported from Matlab (0− 1.018 cd
m2 ).

5.2.7 Accuracy and error analysis of Nikon D800e

The current script is capable to present luminance data with median relative accu-
racy of 9.3%. This is calculated by comparing the relative di�erence of each point
in the luminance data matrix from LMK LabSoft and the luminance data matrix
created from Nikon D800e image. The relative di�erence between the two luminance
values is calculated with the following formula:

Rv = (
|Yc − Lc|

Lc

) (6)

Where Rv is the relative di�erence value, Yc is the luminance value of Nikon D800e
matrix and Lc is the luminance value generated by TechnoTeam LMK LabSoft. The
relative di�erence values compose a matrix of the same size as the experiment data.
The median value of this matrix is 9.3%.

5.3 Errors in luminance measurements

Literature de�nes guidelines to the relative error in luminance levels the luminance
measurement equipment should perform [2]. The following error tolerances in out-
door measurements are suggested:

• Road surface luminance: less than 10%
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• Point luminance: less than 15%

• Veiling luminance: less than 25%

Error that comes from mounting the luminance photometer in a car is practically
inevitable. The photometer should be mounted in the same place as the drivers
eyes which is impossible. Therefore a place very close to the source of drivers eyes
should be chosen. If possible the photometer should be mounted on the same rig as
the eye tracker. Thus the shaking of the test environment such as car would e�ect
both meters in the same manner. If this is not possible then the photometer can be
mounted on the dashboard or on the roof.

One possible case would be a miniature luminance camera worn by the driver. Cer-
tain eye trackers such as SMI Eye Tracking Glasses reviewed before have this feature.
It could be meaningful to test the SMI forward camera for its luminance measure-
ment capabilities.

6 Mobile Mapping Systems

Mobile mapping means measuring and modelling the environment using mobile map-
ping devices. These devices may be laser scanners or traditional cameras and are
made mobile most often by mounting them on a car. An important part is to get
an accurate information about the mobile mapping device position and this is of-
ten accomplished by combined data of global positioning system (GPS) and inertia
measurement unit (IMU). A well known example of mobile mapped environment
model is the Google Maps Street View.

There are several reasons why combining eye tracking data to luminance data would
bene�t from mobile mapping systems. The existing mobile mappings and environ-
ment models can be useful when �nding a suitable experiment area. Also the IMU
and GPS position information common in mobile mapping systems will be extremely
valuable when combining and synchronising the luminance data to eye �xation data.
Later the luminance images can be textured to environment models to create a model
of street lighting and environment under night-time conditions.

6.1 Combining luminance information to mobile mapped en-

vironment models

There are plenty of existing mobile mapped environment models such as Google
Maps mentioned earlier. Built Environment Measurement and Modelling Institute
of Aalto University also has mobile mapped environment models and are capable to
map new areas under research.
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RYMM has existing algorithms and expertise to add images of the environment as
texture to laser mapped models. Texturing the environment with images contain-
ing the luminance information would not in practice di�er from the texturing of
images RYMM has made earlier. After executing laser mapping, luminance photo-
metric measurements and model image texturing, an environment model textured
with luminance images out of any chosen area can be generated. An example of
environment model of river bank made by RYMM is presented in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Example Picture of Mobile Mapped River Bank (Copyright: Matti
Kurkela / Aalto-yliopisto, Geodeettinen Laitos)
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7 Integrating eye tracking data to video luminance

measurements

A demonstrative Matlab program that combines eye tracking data and video lumi-
nance mapping was created. The eye tracking data was exported from SMI BeGaze
analysis software and the video material was the one recorded in pilot �eld mea-
surements with Nikon D800e. The eye tracking data was generic example data and
had absolutely no correspondence with the night time video measurements. Also
the video luminance data is not calibrated, only converted to luminance values and
pseudo-coloured. Thus the program created is completely demonstrative with no
functionality for measurement purposes. The program created can be found in Ap-
pendix A. The example video can be found in the Light Energy project site:

http://www.lightinglab.fi/LightEnergy/private/lumi.avi

This linked video is only accessible by people in the Light Energy project, but it
can be available by request for others also.

The performance of Matlab in this task is rather disappointing. To combine 3000
frames or 100s of video footage to eye tracking data the program took over 7 hours
and 20 minutes. That means nearly half a minute for each second of data. The pro-
gram has only functions for reading the data, interpreting RGB values as luminance
values, transforming the luminance data to pseudo-colors, drawing the eye tracking
data to video and exporting the data as '.avi' -video. The function where the adjust-
ing of these two datasets for integration takes part and function for luminance data
calibration are not implemented. It should be studied whether other programming
environments such as Python, Java or C would be more e�cient. Figure 14 presents
the Matlab timer for the program performance.

http://www.lightinglab.fi/LightEnergy/private/lumi.avi
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Figure 14. Timer data of the program performance

There are few aspects that must be particularly taken into account when creating
the functional integration of eye tracking and video luminance data. Most probably
the resolution will not be exactly same in both cases. Thus one of these data must
be scaled to match the other. When scaling the data, proper spatial interpolation
will be a necessity to preserve the accuracy of the data. Also the frame rate of these
two data may be di�erent. In this case the interpolation must be done in temporal
manner. Interpolation or decisive down-sampling over systematic or random down-
sampling is suggestible. The angle velocity of human eye can reach 900◦ degrees per
second [8]. Then in 30fps eye can move 30◦ degrees within one frame which is very
signi�cant. It is therefore important to �nd and collect the large movements from
the source data and not just accidentally ignore them with systematic algorithm.
A very simple solution to down sample eye tracking data might be to remove the
smallest changes in pairs or groups and interpolate between them.

To achieve spatial accuracy, focusing must be done properly. The eye tracker should
always record not only eye movement video but the video of the scenery forward
also. This way the data can be synchronized even if there was a problem in the time
signature.
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8 Conclusions

The optimal measurement equipment obviously depends strongly on the case stud-
ied. When high sample rate measurement data is desired one may have to give up
a certain amount of luminance accuracy and dynamics. In the case of combining
luminance measurements to eye tracking data high frame rate luminance data is
needed. The researchers of a study where eye tracking and luminance photometry
were combined encountered this problem [21]. The lack of high sample rate lumi-
nance data made the combined data analysis di�cult.

The existing nearly contemporary market products such as LMK Mobile Advanced
are very good in terms of usefulness and scienti�c accuracy. Yet they are not capable
of recording high frame rate video. Thus we should continue studying the use of a
video camera in luminance measurement. The research should be scalable so that
we would not depend on some certain video camera model, but the whole variety of
them including the future models.

The SMI Eye Tracking Glasses and the SmartEye are the best for eye tracking mea-
surement. The SmartEye system is superior for permanent vehicle installation. It
is quite expensive though, and collaboration within the science community is sug-
gested if an existing installation could be available that way. SMI Eye Tracking
Glasses on the other hand are a very good mobile, easily accessible and convenient
research device. It is not as accurate as the SmartEye, but can be adjusted and
applied to great variety of experiment situations easily.

One potential idea would be also to study how accurate luminance measurements
could be made with the forward scenery cameras of the eye trackers. If considerable
accuracy for particular research questions could be achieved, this would be a supe-
rior solution in terms of synergy and convenience.

In combining the luminance data to mobile mapped environment models expertise
of environment modellers should be trusted. Naturally this should be done in a close
dialogue with the ones providing the luminance data images. For synergy it would
be ideal to make the luminance measurements and environment mapping simulta-
neously. If simultaneous mapping and measurement is not possible, the integration
can be done later with the use of positioning data.

To integrate all of the di�erent data (eye tracking data, luminance data and environ-
ment models), some amount of programming is demanded. The programming for
user interface of data integration and analysis was done with Matlab in this thesis.
It would we wise to look onto another alternatives such as Python or C to make the
analysis more e�cient.
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9 Summary

In this thesis a suitable equipment to combine eye tracking and luminance measure-
ments was examined. Di�erent eye trackers and imaging luminance photometers
were evaluated and compared. Two di�erent systems for two di�erent research situ-
ations were suggested. An idea of creating a high sample rate luminance photometer
was also introduced. Piloting experiments to start this project were done in labora-
tory and in �eld. A rudimentary program to execute the combination of eye tracking
and high sample rate luminance video was created. Guidelines to successfully cal-
ibrate this new system in the future were sketched. Next phases for the system
improvement were designed. A demonstrative video of the new systems design and
potential was made also. Study continues for a system that combines eye tracking
to high frequency luminance data and integrates it to mobile mapped environment
models.
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A Appendix A, Matlab Code for Nikon D800e Lu-

minance Data Analysis and Presentation

Figure 15. Matlab Code Flowchart.

1 %%

2 function lumimaingui(inputname ,outputname ,videofps ,

eyedatax ,eyedatay ,eyedatafps ,eyescalex ,eyescaley ,vsp ,

vep)

3 %This funcion is the main funcion to control the GUI.

4

5 snips = lumvidread(inputname ,vsp ,vep);

6

7 startpoint = 1;
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8

9 endpoint = snips;

10

11 pseudoc7(startpoint ,endpoint , eyedatax , eyedatay ,

eyescalex , eyescaley , eyedatafps , videofps , outputname

)

12

13 end

14 %%

15

16 %%

17 function varargout = lumigui(varargin)

18 % LUMIGUI MATLAB code for lumigui.fig

19 % LUMIGUI , by itself , creates a new LUMIGUI or

raises the existing

20 % singleton *.

21 %

22 % H = LUMIGUI returns the handle to a new LUMIGUI or

the handle to

23 % the existing singleton *.

24 %

25 % LUMIGUI('CALLBACK ',hObject ,eventData ,handles ,...)

calls the local

26 % function named CALLBACK in LUMIGUI.M with the

given input arguments.

27 %

28 % LUMIGUI('Property ','Value ' ,...) creates a new

LUMIGUI or raises the

29 % existing singleton *. Starting from the left ,

property value pairs are

30 % applied to the GUI before lumigui_OpeningFcn gets

called. An

31 % unrecognized property name or invalid value makes

property application

32 % stop. All inputs are passed to lumigui_OpeningFcn

via varargin.

33 %

34 % *See GUI Options on GUIDE 's Tools menu. Choose "

GUI allows only one

35 % instance to run (singleton)".

36 %

37 % See also: GUIDE , GUIDATA , GUIHANDLES

38

39 % Edit the above text to modify the response to help

lumigui
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40

41 % Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 23-Jul -2013 13:14:49

42

43 % Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

44 gui_Singleton = 1;

45 gui_State = struct('gui_Name ', mfilename , ...

46 'gui_Singleton ', gui_Singleton , ...

47 'gui_OpeningFcn ', @lumigui_OpeningFcn ,

...

48 'gui_OutputFcn ', @lumigui_OutputFcn ,

...

49 'gui_LayoutFcn ', [] , ...

50 'gui_Callback ', []);

51 if nargin && ischar(varargin {1})

52 gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin {1});

53 end

54

55 if nargout

56 [varargout {1: nargout }] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State ,

varargin {:});

57 else

58 gui_mainfcn(gui_State , varargin {:});

59 end

60 % End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

61

62

63 % --- Executes just before lumigui is made visible.

64 function lumigui_OpeningFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles ,

varargin)

65 % This function has no output args , see OutputFcn.

66 % hObject handle to figure

67 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

68 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

69 % varargin command line arguments to lumigui (see

VARARGIN)

70

71 % Choose default command line output for lumigui

72 handles.output = hObject;

73

74 % Update handles structure

75 guidata(hObject , handles);

76
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77 % UIWAIT makes lumigui wait for user response (see

UIRESUME)

78 % uiwait(handles.figure1);

79

80

81 % --- Outputs from this function are returned to the

command line.

82 function varargout = lumigui_OutputFcn(hObject , eventdata

, handles)

83 % varargout cell array for returning output args (see

VARARGOUT);

84 % hObject handle to figure

85 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

86 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

87

88 % Get default command line output from handles structure

89 varargout {1} = handles.output;

90

91

92

93 function inname_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

94 % hObject handle to inname (see GCBO)

95 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

96 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

97

98 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of inname

as text

99 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of inname as a double

100

101

102 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

103 function inname_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

104 % hObject handle to inname (see GCBO)

105 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

106 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

107
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108 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

109 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

110 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

111 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

112 end

113

114

115

116 function outname_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

117 % hObject handle to outname (see GCBO)

118 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

119 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

120

121 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of

outname as text

122 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of outname as a double

123

124

125 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

126 function outname_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

127 % hObject handle to outname (see GCBO)

128 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

129 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

130

131 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

132 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

133 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

134 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

135 end

136

137

138

139 function vidfps_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

140 % hObject handle to vidfps (see GCBO)
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141 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

142 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

143

144 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of vidfps

as text

145 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of vidfps as a double

146

147

148 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

149 function vidfps_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

150 % hObject handle to vidfps (see GCBO)

151 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

152 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

153

154 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

155 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

156 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

157 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

158 end

159

160

161

162 function eyex_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

163 % hObject handle to eyex (see GCBO)

164 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

165 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

166

167 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of eyex

as text

168 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of eyex as a double

169

170

171 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.
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172 function eyex_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

173 % hObject handle to eyex (see GCBO)

174 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

175 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

176

177 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

178 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

179 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

180 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

181 end

182

183

184

185 function eyey_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

186 % hObject handle to eyey (see GCBO)

187 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

188 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

189

190 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of eyey

as text

191 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of eyey as a double

192

193

194 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

195 function eyey_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

196 % hObject handle to eyey (see GCBO)

197 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

198 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

199

200 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

201 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

202 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

203 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');
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204 end

205

206

207

208 function eyefps_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

209

210 % hObject handle to eyefps (see GCBO)

211 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

212 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

213

214 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of eyefps

as text

215 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of eyefps as a double

216

217

218 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

219 function eyefps_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

220 % hObject handle to eyefps (see GCBO)

221 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

222 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

223

224 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

225 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

226 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

227 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

228 end

229

230

231 % --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.

232 function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles

)

233 inputname = get(handles.inname ,'String ');

234 outputname = get(handles.outname ,'String ');

235 videofps = str2num(get(handles.vidfps ,'String '));

236 eyedatax = get(handles.eyex ,'String ');

237 eyedatay = get(handles.eyey ,'String ');

238 eyedatafps = str2num(get(handles.eyefps ,'String '));
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239 eyescalex = str2num(get(handles.scalex ,'String '));

240 eyescaley = str2num(get(handles.scaley ,'String '));

241 startpoint = str2num(get(handles.vsp ,'String '));

242 endpoint = str2num(get(handles.vep ,'String '));

243 lumimaingui(inputname ,outputname ,videofps ,eyedatax ,

eyedatay ,eyedatafps ,eyescalex ,eyescaley ,startpoint ,

endpoint);

244

245 %guidata(hObject ,handles);

246 % hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)

247 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

248 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

249

250

251 % --- Executes on button press in pushbutton2.

252 function pushbutton2_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles

)

253 % hObject handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)

254 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

255 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

256

257

258

259 function scalex_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

260 % hObject handle to scalex (see GCBO)

261 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

262 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

263

264 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of scalex

as text

265 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of scalex as a double

266

267

268 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

269 function scalex_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

270 % hObject handle to scalex (see GCBO)
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271 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

272 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

273

274 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

275 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

276 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

277 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

278 end

279

280

281

282 function scaley_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

283 % hObject handle to scaley (see GCBO)

284 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

285 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

286

287 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of scaley

as text

288 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of scaley as a double

289

290

291 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

292 function scaley_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

293 % hObject handle to scaley (see GCBO)

294 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

295 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

296

297 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

298 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

299 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

300 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

301 end

302
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303

304

305 function vsp_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

306 % hObject handle to vsp (see GCBO)

307 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

308 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

309

310 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of vsp as

text

311 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of vsp as a double

312

313

314 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

315 function vsp_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

316 % hObject handle to vsp (see GCBO)

317 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

318 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

319

320 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

321 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

322 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

323 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

324 end

325

326

327

328 function vep_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)

329 % hObject handle to vep (see GCBO)

330 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

331 % handles structure with handles and user data (see

GUIDATA)

332

333 % Hints: get(hObject ,'String ') returns contents of vep as

text

334 % str2double(get(hObject ,'String ')) returns

contents of vep as a double
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335

336

337 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all

properties.

338 function vep_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)

339 % hObject handle to vep (see GCBO)

340 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version

of MATLAB

341 % handles empty - handles not created until after all

CreateFcns called

342

343 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on

Windows.

344 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.

345 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,'BackgroundColor '), get(0,

'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor '))

346 set(hObject ,'BackgroundColor ','white');

347 end

348 %%

349

350 %%

351 function snips = lumvidread( vidname ,vsp ,vep )

352 %This function opens a video object

353 %and saves it to 300 frame snippets containing the RGB

values changed

354 %to grayscale values. The snippets will be created from

355 %frames given as arguments. The 'vsp ' input argument

indigates the

356 %start frame and 'vep ' the end frame. The last snippet

357 %will contain the remaing frames.

358 %The snippets will be named "snippet -( running number).mat

".

359 %The function takes the name of the video file as an

input

360 %argument and returns the amount of video snippets

created.

361 %Later the calibration of luminance values will be

implemented in this

362 %function , so that the values in image matrix would be

the actual luminance

363 %values in cd/(m^2). Yet this is implemented on only for

single Nikon D800e image and not video. Thus it is

commented in this code.

364

365 vidobj = VideoReader(vidname);
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366

367 frames_all = get(vidobj , 'NumberOfFrames ');

368 frames = vep -vsp;

369 modulus = mod(frames ,300);

370 rounds = floor(frames /300);

371

372 b = 1;

373 c = vsp;

374 d = 1;

375

376 while b <= rounds

377 for k = c : c+299

378 lumvid{d} = read(vidobj ,k);

379 d = d+1;

380 end

381 c = c+300;

382 d=1;

383 filename = strcat('snippet -',num2str(b),'.mat');

384 save(filename ,'lumvid ');

385 clear lumvid;

386 b = b+1;

387 end

388

389 for k = c : (c+modulus -1)

390 lumvid{d} = read(vidobj ,k);

391 d = d + 1;

392 end

393

394 filename = strcat('snippet -',num2str(b),'.mat');

395 save(filename ,'lumvid ');

396 clear lumvid;

397 clear vidobj;

398

399 %RGB to luminance conversion

400 for l = 1: rounds +1

401 filename = strcat('snippet -',num2str(l),'.mat');

402 load(filename);

403 counter = 1;

404 while iscell(lumvid{counter })

405 counter = counter +1;

406 end

407 sizetemp = lumvid {1};

408 [x,y,z]=size(sizetemp);

409 clear sizetemp;

410 ksk = numel(lumvid);
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411 for k = 1:ksk

412 imagetemp = lumvid{k};

413 for i = 1 : y

414 for j = 1 : x

415 imagetempl(j,i) =(( imagetemp(j,i,1) *0.3+

imagetemp(j,i,2) *0.59+ imagetemp(j,i,3)

*0.11));

416 end

417 end

418 %Commented calibration section

419 % for i = 1 : y

420 % for j = 1 : x

421 % imagetempl_cal(j,i) =1.016^( imagetempl(j,

i));

422 % end

423 % end

424 % maximtlc=max(imagetempl_cal (:));

425 % scalecoeff = 1.098/ maximtlc;

426 % imagetempl_cal = imagetempl_cal*scalecoeff;

427 % for i = 1 : 619

428 % for j = 1 : 619

429 % if imagetempl_cal(j,i) < 0.05

430 % imagetempl_cal(j,i) = (

imagetempl_cal(j,i)^1.016) *0.58;

431 % end

432 % end

433 % end

434 % lumvid{k} = imagetempl_cal;

435

436 lumvid{k} = imagetempl;

437 end

438 savename = strcat('lumsnippet -',num2str(l),'.mat');

439 save(savename ,'lumvid ');

440 clear lumvid;

441 end

442 snips = rounds +1;

443 end

444 %%

445

446 %%

447 function pseudoc7(startpoint , endpoint , smidatabx ,

smidataby , eyescalex , eyescaley , eyedatafps , videofps ,

outputname)

448 %This function colours luminance video snippets with

pseudo -colour according
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449 %to the luminance levels. Also this function combines the

eye tracking

450 %information to the video and calls the 'darkline ' -

function to draw the

451 %lines to the eye trackings. Also the luminance value of

each eye

452 %tracking point is taken into an array and the array of

luminance values is

453 %saved as 'trackvalues.mat '. Also these values are

plotted and presented in

454 %a figure.

455

456

457 writerObj = VideoWriter(outputname);

458 open(writerObj);

459 load(smidatabx)

460 load(smidataby)

461

462 for kak = startpoint:endpoint

463 filename = strcat('lumsnippet -',num2str(kak),'.mat');

464 load(filename);

465 lum = lumvid {1};

466 [p,q,r] = size(lum);

467

468 xsca = q/eyescalex;

469 ysca = p/eyescaley;

470

471 Xs=smidatabx*xsca;

472 Ys=smidataby*ysca;

473 Xs= floor(Xs);

474 Ys= floor(Ys);

475

476 frames = numel(lumvid);

477

478 for k = 1: frames

479

480 lum = lumvid{k};

481 lum_temp = lumvid{k};

482 lum = double(lum);

483 lummax = max(lum(:));

484 lumsc = 765/ lummax;

485 floor(lumsc);

486 lum = lum*lumsc;

487 lum = uint16(lum);

488 [p,q,r] = size(lum);
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489 plum = ones(p,q,3);

490 plum = uint8(plum);

491

492 tt=Ys(k);

493 rr=Xs(k);

494 trackvalues(k) = lum_temp(tt,rr);

495

496 for i=1:1:p

497 for j=1:1:q

498 val = lum(i,j);

499 if (val >= 0) && (val < 255)

500 plum(i,j,1) =0;

501 plum(i,j,2) =0;

502 plum(i,j,3) =0+ val;

503

504 elseif (val >= 255) && (val < 510)

505 plum(i,j,1) =0;

506 plum(i,j,2) =0+(val -255) *2;

507 plum(i,j,3) =255 -(val -255);

508

509 elseif (val >= 510) && (val < 766)

510 plum(i,j,1) =0+(val -510);

511 plum(i,j,2) =255 -(val -510);

512 plum(i,j,3) =0;

513

514 end

515 end

516 end

517

518 for i = Xs(k) -5 : Xs(k)+5

519 for j = Ys(k) : Ys(k)+1

520 plum(j,i,1) = 255;

521 plum(j,i,2) = 255;

522 plum(j,i,3) = 255;

523

524 end

525 end

526 for i = Xs(k) : Xs(k)+1

527

528 for j = Ys(k)-5 : Ys(k)+5

529 plum(j,i,1) = 255;

530 plum(j,i,2) = 255;

531 plum(j,i,3) = 255;

532

533 end
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534 end

535

536 if k > 6

537

538 for m = 1:5

539 plum = darkline(plum ,Xs(k-m),Ys(k-m),Xs(k-m

+1),Ys(k-m+1), m);

540 end

541

542 end

543

544 frame = im2frame(plum);

545 writeVideo(writerObj ,frame);

546 end

547

548 end

549 close(writerObj)

550 save('trackvalues.mat','trackvalues ');

551 figure (2);

552 plot(trackvalues);

553 end

554 %%

555

556 %%

557 function M = darkline(I, p1x , p1y , p2x , p2y , dark)

558 % This function draws lines on a color image in 5

559 % different darkness levels depending on the frame age ,

560 % where p1x(i), p1y(i): first point (x,y) and

561 % p2x(i), p2y(i): second point (x,y)

562 % and returns M, the image matrix with lines drawn.

563 % Modified by -/\/\-/\/\- from imline.m ( Ethan Png )

564

565 len = length(p1x);

566 for i=1: len

567 if p1x(i) > p2x(i)

568 px1 = round(p2x(i)); py1 = round(p2y(i));

569 px2 = round(p1x(i)); py2 = round(p1y(i));

570 else

571 px1 = round(p1x(i)); py1 = round(p1y(i));

572 px2 = round(p2x(i)); py2 = round(p2y(i));

573 end

574 if p1y(i) > p2y(i)

575 ty1 = round(p2y(i)); tx1 = round(p2x(i));

576 ty2 = round(p1y(i)); tx2 = round(p1x(i));

577 else
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578 ty1 = round(p1y(i)); tx1 = round(p1x(i));

579 ty2 = round(p2y(i)); tx2 = round(p2x(i));

580 end

581 h = py2 - py1;

582 w = px2 - px1;

583 if w ~= 0

584 for p=px1:px2

585 y = round((h*(p-px1)/w)+py1);

586 if dark == 1

587 I(y,p,1) = 255;

588 I(y,p,2) = 255;

589 I(y,p,3) = 255;

590 end

591 if dark == 2

592 I(y,p,1) = 200;

593 I(y,p,2) = 200;

594 I(y,p,3) = 200;

595 end

596 if dark == 3

597 I(y,p,1) = 150;

598 I(y,p,2) = 150;

599 I(y,p,3) = 150;

600 end

601 if dark == 4

602 I(y,p,1) = 100;

603 I(y,p,2) = 100;

604 I(y,p,3) = 100;

605 end

606 if dark == 5

607 I(y,p,1) = 1;

608 I(y,p,2) = 1;

609 I(y,p,3) = 1;

610 end

611 end

612 end

613 h = ty2 - ty1;

614 w = tx2 - tx1;

615 if h ~= 0

616 for t=ty1:ty2

617 x = round((w*(t-ty1)/h)+tx1);

618

619 if dark == 1

620 I(t,x,1) = 255;

621 I(t,x,2) = 255;

622 I(t,x,3) = 255;
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623 end

624 if dark == 2

625 I(t,x,1) = 200;

626 I(t,x,2) = 200;

627 I(t,x,3) = 200;

628 end

629 if dark == 3

630 I(t,x,1) = 150;

631 I(t,x,2) = 150;

632 I(t,x,3) = 150;

633 end

634 if dark == 4

635 I(t,x,1) = 100;

636 I(t,x,2) = 100;

637 I(t,x,3) = 100;

638 end

639 if dark == 5

640 I(t,x,1) = 1;

641 I(t,x,2) = 1;

642 I(t,x,3) = 1;

643 end

644

645

646 end

647 end

648 end

649 M = I;

650 %%
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